Bayview Hunters Point Environmental Justice Response Task Force
Part of the IVAN (Identifying Violations Affecting Neighborhoods) Network: www.bvhp-ivan.org

When: Wednesday, July 15, 2020
Time: 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Location: Zoom - https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83164704314
Call in #: +1 (408) 638 - 0968 X 86106428801
Meeting I.D: 861 0642 8801 *No password required

Participants:
Dalila Adolfo (Greenaction), Alex Velasco (Literacy for Environmental Justice), Edgar Barraza (EJ and Land Use Associate from SFPUC), Sabrina Hall (BVHP Resident and Community Organizer for Green Action for Health and Environmental Justice), Leaotis Martin (BVHP Resident and Community Organizer for Green Action for Health and Environmental Justice), Ahimsa Porter Sumchai (MD - PI & Medical Director HP Biomonitoring), Blair (Bayview resident, work with Extinction Rebellion SFBay), Hadrien (Master student in Environmental Assessment), Jennifer Dunlop Fletcher, Rebecca E. Skinner (San Francisco AQ/Manylabs), Gwen Jackson Fagan, Jin, Kim Covey, Agustin Angel (Greenaction), Anallely (BVHP Youth Academy), Jose Saldana, Gabriel True (Greenaction), Dr. Ray Tompkins

AGENDA

2:00 Welcome
2:20 Community Announcements and Resources Exchange
2:50 IVAN Complaints
3:10 South Basin Cluster Presentation by Ahimsa Porter Sumchai MD
3:30 Problem Solving
3:55 Next Meeting Dates, Times, and Location
4:00 Meeting Adjourned

MINUTES:

Dalila: Back to the Ivan conversation - we've done a lot of different evaluations in terms of we've had, sheets, polls, and stuff like that, but I just really want to have a real conversation. Right. I think for me, environmental justice has always been a forefront issue. But I also recognize that, it's hard to put that as a priority when other things are kind of in your face sometimes. Right. I have asthma - that's my daily reminder. I also was at a point definitely growing up with a single mom where food on the table was an issue and you know, going to school or having to do your job can sometimes take precedents and in communities. I really want, I really do believe in IVAN and I want it to be like turning on the news. That's the goal, right? If you see something report, it's as easy as a social media posts. Right. It's not just on Greenaction. It's not just on one organization or one community member. Right. This is why we have these meetings. This is why we're a part of this. We want to all move forward with this and continue to do this work. Ivan is owned by all of you.
Sabrina: I live in Bayview Hunters Point. I used to see on the T train bus stops and all up and down third street I saw “I am Bayview” signs with people from the community. Maybe Shamann Walton would know who was over that. And there were also the billboards. Maybe we can get something like that for Ivan. Maybe we can reach out to Shamann or find out who did that, because that’d be a way for the residents to really see Ivan. That’s one of my ideas to keep it going because I really think it’s a great idea and we should not give up on it.

Leaotis: The Ivan is still necessarily, regardless, because people check our webs and stuff like that. And when there’s a problem or whatever people go to it. So if we pull it, we’d have to get used to using it at all over again, which is unnecessary. We should be more aware now about anything, because if this Corona stuff puts us on hold from doing environmental work - Corona IS environmental work. This is just on a high level. A lot of people are dying. But the end results with all the topics that we got in Bayview hunters point, it’s still the same at the end. People are dying. You know, the mayor had a problem with being at an event because somebody had COVID that showed up. Okay. But what about us that live around this every day? You know it’s just as bad as she felt. That’s how bad we feel about our community being up on all this stuff, when they still want to build stuff to add on to do our death. The bottom line is still death because the air we breathing is not right. My whole thing is that what we got to come after this, after this COVID what kind of other diseases? But people are dying in Bayview hunters point, and they’ve been dying. People have been born with cancer. We have to take all this into account and they have to be more concerned about human lives first before building. We don’t have no problem with you cleaning up, but you gotta clean it up

Dalila: And I do want to make clear – IVAN isn’t not going anywhere. I’m sorry. If that sounded like we were going to disband IVAN or something, that’s not happening. Since we’ve got the new website data wise, we haven’t quite reached the reporting level like we had before the whole website shut down. This is a body and a body process, and I know that I host these and facilitate these, but we all own this process. We all own Ivan. We all own the care for Bayview hunters point. And so for me, I just wanted to check in - we’re halfway through the year - wanted to check in how people are feeling about Ivan, how people are feeling about environmental justice issues in Bayview. And I want to get ideas and input on how Ivan is operating. Real honest feedback and how we can get the word as a collective out to the community so that this becomes again a more routinely used tool for the community. That’s what I was presenting. Sorry, if I did not communicate that effectively. So yeah, the, let the conversation roll.

Jose: This is Jose at CARB. Thank you for having this meeting and this opportunity. After the last meeting I shared information you guys have provided on our CARB EJ blog and it did get a considerable amount of hits. You know, these are folks that actually click on it. And so I just wanted to remind you that we’re at your service and that’s a tool you can use. And I’m working to bring stories from the community to government folks who are making decisions about funding and policies and things that affect the community there. And so in addition to offering the EJ blog as a platform for you to reach out and share information I think it might be good to find community folks who may have a story they want to share that could inspire and touch people. Offhand, I have met folks at the EJ task force meetings there who I think would have a good story to tell. And so maybe we could follow up afterwards on ways that we could help get the word out for you guys.
Dalila: For the residents on the call, definitely let me know if you're interested in telling your story so that we can put that on the EJ blog for CARB. I think that's an amazing idea and people need to hear your story.

Alex: I just wanted to comment. I feel like not that many people know about IVAN. Besides kind of like the people who are around it often. So people like environmental educators and stuff from the Bayview. But whenever I do talk to residents and I've mentioned IVAN, a lot of them don't know about it, and I feel like I really agree with that idea of using the billboards in order to promote IVAN way more. I feel like we've probably not done the best job at promoting it out to the community.

Leaotis: Check this out. The billboard. That is fine. But, you know, not IVAN, but “IVAN where we help save family lives”. Something like that. You know, you gotta have a ring to it. That means something to anybody that walking down the street, you know?

Alex: like a catchphrase for Ivan.

Leaotis: In terms of telling a story, I got a whole bunch of stories I could tell him, cause I was here from 66 until now, you know? It's not a happy story because people I knew died in Bayview Hunters Point of cancer and all these other things, it'd be a sad story, but then it turned out to be terrific because a guy like me turning around that was raised this to 66 until now, I'm working for my community and actually caring about the health and well being of the people. That's all.

Hadrien: How accessible is the data? I think I recall from a prior conversation I had that it's available by request. I don't see any links to downloading a CSV or something like that. I felt that if you want IVAN, to have a bit more reach personally I think they can if the data was openly accessible. Might. A boost a little bit about this a little bit. Hello? Excuse me. Real quick. The point I'm making is that if you, maybe, if you make it easier to access you might get more engagement. You might have students willing to look at the data and see how it correlates. So I think that might be a means of making IVAN more profitable.

Blair: Hi everyone. I live in between Phelps and newhall. I was thinking if there's a one page flyer that has the basic information about Ivan. And then also like Leaotis was saying if it has a kind of a catchy phrase, it's going to grab people. I would go around just my immediate neighborhood with that flyer and drop it on people's doorsteps. And then stand back. If somebody answered the door, six feet with a mask on and say, Hey, do you know about IVAN? You know what it's for? I know that IVAN is about a lot of stuff, including toxic smells and all the risks but one of the things often on IVAN is garbage and litter and illegal dumping. And there's a lot of them that around, right. My immediate, the neighborhood. And I think people might want to know that there's a way that they could help get it cleaned up.

Edgar: (from the SFPUC) I'm curious, has there been any discussion about having an app for IVAN where it's more accessible for folks to just take pictures of whatever they see right away and just have it submit through an app for function? To increase the accessibility, and have more quantity of data.
Dalila: Yeah. So there has. How the website works is that the website and the maintenance of the website goes through Comite Civico de Valle. They're in Imperial Valley, they were one of the first, if not the first, organizations to actually come up with IVAN. They run Imperial Valley's, and ours. And some other ones around California. I know that they have discussed doing an app. From last that I heard, they were in process to figure out how to do that. Because really they would have to set that up and then we would have our IVAN Bayview app. I don’t know what the timeline is with that. So I’ll definitely check in with my contact there, Christian. If anyone has resources regarding making an app, please email me so I can forward it to them to hopefully speed that process along.

Augie: So the main reason also to why we have the Bayview youth Academy youth participants on here is so that they can also do some IVAN reporting and also go around. I know what the whole COVID, we're trying our best to take precautions and trying to make sure that they're wearing a face mask, using hand sanitizer and all that. So that all that was provided for them. But we do want to make sure that they're also going around their neighborhood and informing their neighbors at least six feet apart, or try to do some phone banking. And that way they are also reporting themselves and to get the hang of how to report and how they can also train and inform their neighbors and their community members on IVAN reporting. So that's another way of how IVAN reporting is slowly going to be increasing, with the involvement of the Youth Academies. That's one way that we're trying to use it, to increase community involvement and engagement. And that's the main purpose of why we have these youth participants. So really welcome them. And show them some love, because they're going to be out there trying to help out as much as they could help out with our community. They're the faces of the Bayview so that's why they're here.

Dalila: Billboards do keep coming up, I think at the end of the day it's funding, that I know of. So we're gonna keep working on that one. As well as maybe designing a new flyer for how to IVAN. Are there more folks that would be interested in flyering their immediate area, if I got you or dropped you off a one page flyer? If you are please email me or drop your email in the chat and we can work that out. I actually did a poll last time about problem solving. I know that I asked the question in terms of who would be interested in doing a problem solving, being a problem solver and help problem solve issues that do come up and complaints that are filed. I think the poll that I did last time was anonymous. So I did not actually get people's contact information. I am going to do another one that is not anonymous. If you are uneasy about your name and stuff showing then just don't answer it. But I'll just leave it on there for a couple of minutes while we continue the conversation. And again, if you're interested in being a problem solver, please email me. Or you can drop your information in the chat. Just say problem solver and your name and email if you're comfortable with that. Problem solving means essentially you'll get the alert from Ivan. The alert will give you the complaint, what the complaint is. And then as a problem solver, you are responsible with forwarding that complaint and making sure that the respective agencies have received the complaint and is working on it. You will also be responsible for following up. That is something that definitely at our, at our height I think was a little overwhelming. So I would love if we could get a team - it doesn't have to be a big one. And even if you're interested in only certain issues, like maybe every time an air complaint comes on you're the person, something like that. I would love to start sessions or trainings. We can do that. If people are interested in that, we can discuss who would contact who and what kind of case? So with that, I also wanted to just open it up again to
evaluation of IVAN. How do you feel it's working? Do you feel like it's working? What are the things that we as a body need to work on, that I need to work on? I'm very open to feedback. I really, again, believe in IVAN and it really does work. I want to get it back rolling since we have a nice new shiny website.

Changes. Anything like that?

Dr. Ahimsa: The difficulty that I had recently with IVAN when I used it was in scrolling the map to the exact location of the incident that I was it's describing. And I found that very, very difficult that was using a handheld device. And maybe that was part of the issue. But I never got the indicator arrow to match up with the location at Yosemite Slough, to be specific. So it ended up generating report that had the incident at the wrong location. I also proposed the idea, I think that y'all saw it, instead of thinking about a catchy phrase, or in addition to thinking about a catchy phrase, how about a catchy animated figure? You know a smart guy from the neighborhood and understands how important it is to take care of the environment and health and identify some of these reportable problems that empower the community. We've got young people here, is it possible to have an animation contest and come up with IVAN figure who is really appealing and real smart and does right thing and cares about his community.

Dalila: I love that. That is something I've never even thought about. I love that.

Blair. Doctor, I think that's a great idea, that contest, and I'm thinking about this for Dr. Sumchai's idea, and then also somebody earlier suggested an app which would help make it easier. And the problem that Dr. Sumchai was just talking about, about the map not working. I'm wondering if we have contacts or if we can approach the design folks or the computer folks or the video folks in either, um, SF state or city college. If we know people there who might assign that to some of their students or find students who were interested, who would take that on as a school project so that they would get credit and then they would actually develop an app. And then also for billboards, aren't there community funds - don't they give space to communities for public service announcements that are free?

Dalila: Anything else on critiques of IVAN?...

So for residents, for people who work, live, pray, eat, and Bayview. I know that we don't have any Ivan complaints filed on the website but have you all noticed environmental justice issues, anything wrong with the air recently, water toxic substances, illegal dumping. Anything like that. I know we're all sheltering in place still too.

Sabrina: it's just the same stuff going on. You know, it's still construction moving along as if we're not sheltering in place, you know, we're still sheltering in place in contamination. I'm wishing the city to give us some air purifiers or some humidifiers, pay for it at least for residents over here, that shelter in place in contamination, something to just lessen the burden of the effects. I'm just worried about the after effects and what's going to happen to us for being in this for so long.

Jose: Have you guys been in contact with our SEPs program staff?

Dalila: Not that I know of unless Bradley has. I do know we were looking at SEPs a little while ago. For people who don't know the acronym, sorry, stands for supplemental environmental projects.
Jose: Those are projects that are funded through monies that were levied against people who violated pollution laws or whatnot. And so they can offset some of that fine by carrying out projects in the community. And so the way it's set up is they don't have any connection to the final project, they deposit money into a fund, and then CARB staff works with a community to create a project. So I'll follow up on this by connecting you guys with our SEP staff. So I was just going to mention that the other agencies also do SEPs and I know that some of our sister agencies are always at these meetings. And so there's probably a few different agencies that you can work with. Cause you know, there's more than just air pollution there, but I'll connect you with them tomorrow or today later.

Dalila: Great. Thank you, Jose. Yes. Thank you. That'd be great.

I do want to say our illegal dumping subcommittee has been meeting. We have been planning. If people want to be a part of the illegal dumping subcommittee, let me know. We're really trying to address that generational issue of illegal dumping and actually get some long term solutions. I did reach out to a PG&E contact. I know they're doing construction in Bayview. I did not hear back. I will try to keep pressure on them in terms of giving us some updates about that construction and making sure that they're doing that correctly. I know Sabrina, not to blast you out, but last meeting you were talking about Sedant Pacific concrete?

Sabrina: How they left concrete on all our cars and the guy, the owner, he had come in here, fixed our cars. He blew us off. He isn't even responding. The head contractor says we have to go through Sedant Pacific, but he's not responding. So now we have to sue the city. Some of us residents went down to the city's attorney's office and filled out paperwork. I still have to do mine. Yeah, they didn't do anything. Now they're moved on up the block to Palou.

Dalila: Okay. So they're still doing construction. Yeah. Alrighty. Is there anything else that's going on in Bayview? I know normal stuff, but is there anything really pressing on people's minds, new things that they've seen?

No,

no.

Edgar: I was just notified today from one of our construction crews that they finished demolition for the new facilities plant. So they're now beginning construction on foundation. I got the contact for the person who was leading the communications for construction. So I have the contact number for if there's any particulate matter or dust. I can give you the direct contact number for that. So you don't have to go to 311, you can easily just come and report that issue to us specifically. I can put that in the chat there. But yeah, just a update that demolition is complete.

Dalila: Edgar. Do you know there was any air monitors with that demolition?
Edgar: Um, I, I'm not sure. I don't believe I don't have a good amount of information to respond to that. Sorry about that. I can't fully answer that.

Sabrina: I want to say something that I don't know how this has slipped my mind. I just didn't put it in the IVAN but I am really concerned about the residents. However happy they may be or unhappy, I'm very sad with the location of the pier 94 homeless trailers. And I don't know if anyone in the Bayview has went down to see where they have the trailers housed, but it's just smack in the middle of concrete plant, Little Darling, there's dust everywhere. There's no access to like nothing up there. They have one shuttle. I mean it it's ridiculous. And so I'm really concerned about them and their breathing environment. And I'm interested in having an air monitor up there and see how those residents are doing.

Leotis: Hello. Yeah, I agree. I've been down there. Where they have all the trailers that people would be there for two years - in two years, how much of that's going to blow up their lungs into their hearts? You know, we have to think about that two years.

Rebecca: Our our SEP project for particulate matter monitors, we still have monitors that we have not deployed. Perhaps one could be hosted at the site at pier 94. Who should I talk to about that possibility?

Sabrina: You know, Ms. Rebecca, I'm really not sure. I think Beds for Bayview or Mother Brown’s is over that, her staff is over that, but I know it's really hard to get in to those sites.

Rebecca: Okay. Who would I talk to next to see?

Sabrina: Can you put your email in the chat and I'll give you my phone number and stuff and tell you how to get up there.

Dalila: And we do have some portable air monitors as well. Portable air monitors aren't as good as stationary monitors, but they can at least give us a semi accurate kind of snapshot of what the air at least looks like around that area. Me and Sabrina and whoever else can set up a time to go with the portable air monitors as well. And in the chat, Rebecca, a contact is Glen or Maria from Beds for BV. Is there any other issues people have going on in Bayview? Also this is a space with a lot of resources between all of us. So the environment is the environment - that can go for water air, but it can also go for where you live and your housing and stuff like that. So if there's there's issues around those types of things as well, this is the space you can, you can say it, we can try to deal with and try to figure it out.

I also want to hear from people if they know anybody who would like to do a presentation, maybe next month, the month after that, for specific things related to Bayview. I know there's agencies on the call, residents on the call, we're always open for presentations and distributing information to this body. Certainly email me if you have people who work in Bayview that might want to get some information across. I know we had an agenda committee before I came on and that kind of slipped out from under us. If anybody wants to be a part of or if people are interested in restarting the agenda committee to put
together the agenda for this body, let me know. That really just is emailing folks, if people are interested in presentations or coming up with different ways to discuss IVAN complaints, stuff like that.

Speaking of air technician, we are still looking for an air technician for the air monitoring project. We have five more air monitors to build and another one to program.

Leaotis: This is the part of the something that's holding us up and we have to really look at it. We have to really look at it and see it. We still, the word is still. We have to come to a conclusion with that. We have to get one. Period. That's all I wanted to say. We have to get one and we have to keep going. We can't be deterred. We can't be stopped. We have to do what we have to do.

Dalila: Also announcement for youth Academy. You can go ahead and log off if you need to. I know it's getting late. Um, thank you so much for joining and we will see you next week.

Augie: Okay, thank you guys for joining. Hopefully you guys can make a difference within the community members and educate the residents. This is your time to shine and hopefully in the future you guys can join more meetings.

Dalila: If there's more things we want to discuss, I'm totally cool with going to eight. I don't have much else on the agenda for this month. Like I said, it was a very loose agenda. Thank you for folks who are dropping resources in the chat. We really appreciate it. So if there's more things you want to discuss, please go right ahead. If not, then we can wrap up and I can see you all next month.

Hadrien: If you can just real briefly just give an update about the status of the deployment of the community air sensors. Where is the project at? I know you have already mentioned that you have about five sensors that need to be built and configure, but I'm wondering, are you guys done with site location? What's the next step for this project?

Dalila: Yes. I haven't given an update in a while actually. Thank you so much Hadrian for bringing that up. We have about five that need to be built. We are done with site location. We're done with our workshop that the steering committee did with our partners, Tracking California. We are actively recruiting hosts to host our air monitors. So we have specific locations that we've been outreaching to and contacting, according to what we picked in our site selection workshop. We have hit some things with COVID, a lot of places are shut down or not necessarily an operation or overall it's just hard right now. We're still trying to push to get these air monitors installed, it's still really important. I just talked to Edgar this morning for Southeast community facility and that's still going ahead. Thank you Edgar and thank you Southeast for working with me for over a year on this project and trying to get these monitors installed and hosting. We are, again, still looking for an air monitor technician. If any of you know someone in Bayview, or a Bayview legacy resident, if they lived in Bayview for a really, really long time, but maybe moved to another section of San Francisco or something like that. That's fine too. We really want to have somebody in the community to maintain these and take care of these as time goes forward. So if people have somebody in mind that's really good with their hands and is good with a flexible schedule and working on their own time. Please email me and I can email you the job
description. Definitely want to get somebody hired as soon as possible so that we can get them trained and build the rest of these monitors and get them up. And yes, Jose, I will definitely send you the job description. Thanks.

Hadrien: And just real quick, is the site selection publicly available? Is it publicly visible public knowledge or is it kept internally?

Dalila: The site selection workshop was done with the steering committee only, however, the site selection map that we have right now, it's definitely not just internal. I can definitely post it or it can be public. It's not a secret or anything. I think the issue/my hesitancy/our hesitancy from doing that is it's ever-changing right now, especially with COVID. We selected some sites that aren’t working out and we have to pivot. So it's not finalized. I would love to put something out when all of them are up or when all the sites are committed. If you think the public just wants to know where we're at right now, I could write a blurb on it, send it to maybe the BV newspaper, prayers to Mary. I hope she's doing good. I could send that out. It's just kind of not quite finalized at the moment.

Anything else?
Okay, we're going to end a little early. Thank you all so much for coming. Again, I apologize for the loose agenda. But thank you all for sticking through it and giving me feedback, I really appreciate it. Thanks for all the new faces for the OG faces and I will see you all next month.

FULL CHAT:

18:15:52 From hp-nunes: Thumbs up
18:16:46 From Edgar Barraza: Hi everyone, Edgar here (EJ and Land Use Associate from SFPUC)
18:16:58 From Blair: Covid is an EJ issue!
18:26:26 From Dalila Adofo: Dalila@greenaction.org
18:29:06 From Rebecca E. Skinner: Does the IVAN for Fresno or Imperial Valley have a catchphrase or billboard? Could BVHPEJTF IVAN use similar wording?
18:30:14 From Sabrina Hall: https://www.sfweekly.com/news/divisive-new-bayview-ad-campaign-launches/ Here’s the link to the Bayview Billboards, and MALIA COHEN was on board then and she was BVHP D10 Supervisor at the time, so let’s reach out to Shamann’s office. Even in Shelter in Place people still are standing at the bus stops and going to the gas station on 3rd and Evans where there’s a huge billboard. We just need it designed
18:31:02 From Blair: Thanks for that link, Sabrina!
18:32:17 From Edgar Barraza: Hand raised
18:32:21 From ahimsaportersumchai: I also support the idea of a public service billboard. I think this is an educational and informational medium Greenaction should be expert about. Public service neighborhood billboards are dedicated to programs like IVAN. With regard to the sexiness of IVAN and
appeal. Consider an animation of IVAN…a smart male who understands the importance of environmental health and justice and neighborhood empowerment.

18:36:52 From Sabrina Hall: Love the idea Dr. Sumchai
18:38:30 From Jennifer Dunlop Fletcher: happy to help with flyers: jdunlopfletcher@gmail.com
18:38:36 From Blair: Dalila, let’s talk about me distributing flyers door-to-door on Newcomb. That’s probably 40 houses just on my block.
18:40:20 From Rebecca E. Skinner to Dalila Adofo(Privately): What exactly is involved in problem solving?
18:42:41 From Gwen Jackson Fagan to Dalila Adofo(Privately): I’m interested problem solving - Gwen
18:43:30 From Blair: Question, Dalila: when people report on IVAN, do we get follow-through from the agencies responsible? Do problems get investigated? Cleaned up? Do responsible parties get fined? Charged with crimes?
18:44:36 From Rebecca E. Skinner: In addition to billboards, how about an advertisement on SFMuni trains/ buses?
18:46:44 From Dalila Adofo: Agencies are suppose to be getting alerts and then doing follow through. However, in honesty that has been inconsistent. So has problem solver follow up. Problems do get investigated and have been hit or miss in terms of enforcement.
18:49:34 From Blair: What is that, please, José?
18:51:57 From Jose Saldana: informative flyer on SEPs: http://carbej.blogspot.com/2020/07/improve-air-quality-in-your-community.html?m=0
18:52:29 From Blair: Thanks for the link, José!
18:54:33 From Edgar Barraza: Update here
18:55:22 From Blair: Put that in the chat, please, Edgar.
18:56:18 From Edgar Barraza: For construction complaints and inquiries, people can be directed to:

P: (415) 551-4737
E:ssip@sfwater.org

18:57:32 From Dalila Adofo to Sabrina Hall(Privately): Hey we have portable air monitors. Lets set up to go there with Kristal and we can see how bad it is.
18:58:44 From crw: maybe Maria?
18:59:04 From Rebecca E. Skinner: rebeccaelizskinner@hotmail.com
18:59:04 From Jin: Was just there today - contact Gwen or Maria Ahearn. Def Beds4BV
18:59:41 From Sabrina Hall: Jin did they let you go all the way onsite?
18:59:59 From Jin: With Maria, was filming for a fundraiser
19:00:24 From Jin: Lots of Mother Brown staff is working there I believe. But I can’t say for sure
19:01:02 From Sabrina Hall: maria@bvhadvocates.org
19:01:30 From Blair: On the Bayview Newspaper website there’s a good article about the encampment. Mentions Mother Brown, Beds4BV, Sabrina and others.... Thank you all for your work.
19:03:28 From ahimsaportersumchai: The SF Bayview website is a great location to post community updates on IVAN complaints. A short synopsis of key incidents will raise community
awareness about the service. When the technician position is filled this could be a weekly or biweekly project.

19:05:13 From kim covey: If graphic design or mobile app help is needed. I can help out here. kcvisualdesigner@gmail.com
19:05:54 From Agustin Angel to Dalila Adofo(Privately): can you do me a favor? If you can announce to the youth academy participants that its okay for them to log off since they have been on it for 2 hours now?
19:06:23 From Dalila Adofo to Agustin Angel(Privately): Ok will do
19:06:44 From Agustin Angel to Dalila Adofo(Privately): Or if you want them on you could but I think they have been on it for two hours already so that is enough.. for them?
19:07:09 From Sabrina Hall: Thank you Youth Academy
19:08:17 From Blair to Dalila Adofo(Privately): Dalila, I think you’re doing a great job of facilitating a difficult meeting.
19:08:48 From Analley: byeee Thankyou !!!
19:08:53 From Rebecca E. Skinner: Thank you all!
19:10:41 From Sabrina Hall: Awesome meeting Dalila. Thank you everyone for attending, and sharing your awesome thoughts and ideas. Sending positive vibes, good energy & health to all of you
19:11:22 From Blair: Sabrina, thank you for all your work and your commitment to the community.
19:11:45 From Jose Saldana: send the job description and I’ll post to EJ blog for you
19:11:55 From ahimsaportersumchai: I have been giving some thought to suggesting we look at alternatives to the school sites we have proposed. The COVID shut down and possible reconfiguration of SFUSD facilities is so uncertain. Maybe we should shift our focus to siting the monitors on accessible private properties.
19:14:07 From Dalila Adofo: Agreed Ahimsa
19:14:36 From ahimsaportersumchai: See yah later alligators!
19:14:37 From Sarah Schear: Thank you all for your great work! It’s wonderful to learn from you
19:14:38 From Jin: Thank you Dalila!
19:14:48 From Blair: Thanks, Dalila, for facilitating! Stop apologizing! Good meeting!
19:14:58 From Blair: Bye everyone!
19:15:04 From Jennifer Dunlop Fletcher: thank you for a great meeting! it was great to learn all that you have been doing!
19:15:05 From kim covey: Thank you everyone! Have a good night!